
Chapter 3960 

After a few hours, a team of people quickly rushed to the fall city. 

Just as the guards were preparing to act, the troops stopped. 

“Listen to the soldiers guarding the city. If you open the door and surrender, we guarantee that you will 

not hurt a single hair. At the same time, my master has something to say. If you open the door and 

surrender, my master will definitely reward you. 

” You already know what the situation is, but you can’t hold back for long.” 

“We are always a family. George Han deliberately used tricks to divide us. Don’t be fooled by him. 

Otherwise, our army will cost 400,000 people. If people really want to kill you, no matter how good the 

city defense is, you will be instantly beaten into powder.” 

“Think about it, whether you are promoted to get rich, or 

you still stay in the city and wait to die .” People dropped some gold and silver jewelry, and after saying 

that this was 

a meeting ceremony , they turned around and went back to the camp. 

“Hmph.” In front of the temporary tent in the distance, Han George Han 

had already seen everything with his heavenly eyes, and he couldn’t help but sneer: “What? Can you 

join if you can’t beat a trick? What am I doing, what are you doing.” 

, but seeing that the other party has horses approaching the city, and listening to George Han’s words, 

he already has a general understanding of what happened. 

“Mingyu is copying your practice?” Amelia Su asked. 

George Han nodded: “There is something to follow, she has a huge base of soldiers, so the lack of skills 

does not affect their overall, imitating my strategy is indeed the most harmless way.” 

“In other words . In other words, this is a typical lazy government, to avoid doing more and making more 

mistakes, and simply not doing it well.” 

“I believe that there must be some people in the city who are really loyal to us, and they may not betray 

us, but 

people are unpredictable, and some people will definitely give up.” Amelia Su said: “If the betrayal of 

the city is too much. Many, when the city gates open, the situation will be completely reversed, 

otherwise, let’s launch a surprise attack.” 

“No!” George Han shook his head: “Since Mingyu has followed suit, he will naturally expect that I may 

She will be impatient and launch a surprise attack. If I expect it to be good, most of the troops on her 

side are aiming their guns at us at this time.” 

“Although we won Pei Gu, it does not mean that it is the same for us to fight hard. We can beat them. 

We won, and we won against the team’s Qi, who broke their waists at that time.” 



“Then what should we do? We have confidence in you, but it doesn’t mean that the people who should 

be defeated have confidence in you. Being surrounded for a long time, they are very likely to be 

persuaded to surrender.” Amelia Su said anxiously. 

George Han nodded, the most untestable thing in this world 

is the human heart. 

“Attack!” George Han suddenly said. 

Amelia Su was stunned for a moment: “Attack? You just said clearly that Mingyu and the others will 

point their guns at us. Once attacked, it is equivalent to a sheep entering a tiger’s mouth. Now what…” 

George Han smiled: “I think about it. Next, what you said makes sense. The basis of game theory is that 

whoever takes the initiative will have the advantage. The defender can never block the attacker.” 

“It’s not a problem for someone to guess you. She must be completely unpredictable, but she estimated 

some but miscalculated some.” 

“The truth may not be deceived, and the lie may not be deceived, but half of the truth is false, You must 

be able to deceive people.” 

“She Mingyu has set up a posture to play with me, okay, I will play with her.” 

“Amelia Su, you immediately count your troops, beat drums and gather generals, and prepare to 

attack.” 

Su 

Amelia Su really didn’t know what George Han was trying to do, but seeing the confident smile on his 

face, Amelia Su knew that George Han must have some crazy idea. 

“I’ll make arrangements now.” 

Amelia Su was about to leave, but George Han leaned into her ear and whispered a few words. 

Amelia Su was obviously stunned when she heard the words, but after a while, she was relieved a lot. 

She scratched George Han’s nose: “You are the only one who has more ideas.” 

With a smile, Amelia Su turned around and went down. 

A moment later, George Hanfang’s war drums rang loudly, and a large number of soldiers began to 

gather urgently. 

Amelia Su stood in front of the team, imposing. 

“Everyone, follow me in pursuit of victory!” 

“Kill!” Wan Jun responded. 

However, some people are very curious. Amelia Su’s dress at this meeting is really… 

too strange… 



“Let’s go!” Amelia Su waved his hand. 

Chapter 3961 

Following the spies’ report, in the tent, Ming Yu and the others immediately stood up upon hearing the 

sound. 

“What, George Han attacked?” Ye Shijun was the first to speak out, full of shock. 

“f***, there are only ten thousand people, he has eaten the courage of an ambitious leopard, and he 

actually dares to take the initiative to attack our army of 300,000?” Futian also drank coldly. 

“He’s just in a hurry.” Zhu Yanshuo didn’t show any anger, he smiled slightly, as if everything was 

expected. 

After the words were finished, he looked at Ming Yu who was on the side: “Elder Shenlong is wise, and 

suddenly realized that we are being led by George Han everywhere, so she turned passive into active.” 

“Previously, George Han asked We have to keep trying to figure out what to do, and then come up with 

corresponding countermeasures. Once 

there are any mistakes in the countermeasures, George Han can immediately seize these loopholes and 

carry out a major counterattack. The root cause of two or three failures.” 

Ming Yu smiled lightly: “So, let’s just follow the example, what he wants to do, what we do, do less and 

make fewer mistakes, then naturally, we will make fewer mistakes. 

” In the case of mistakes, there will be fewer loopholes, and George Han can’t catch these loopholes, 

what can he do?” 

Zhu Yanshuo smiled: “He can only use his mere tens of thousands of soldiers and horses to be him when 

there is no other way. What should be done.” 

“George Han wants to disintegrate our army to achieve the strategy of dispersing the enemy, and then 

attack us in a fit of anger and the people who should fall in the city. We draw a gourd according to the 

pattern, and also attack the enemy. The military heart of the fallen city. George Han knows that the 

person who should fall into the city has just surrendered to him, and his heart is unstable. 

, to see if we use his methods to engage his people, can he still sit still? “ 

So, instead of waiting for the fallen army to lose heart, it’s better to launch the last combined attack 

before this happens. However, you don’t have to worry, these things are within our expectations, and 

Elder Shenlong has already ordered the troops to prepare for the enemy. If he, George Han, dared to 

come, he would definitely have no return. As soon as 

Zhu Yanshuo finished speaking, the angry expressions of everyone turned into joy. 

“Haha, Elder Shenlong is worthy of being Elder Shenlong. This trick is simply superb. “ 

Haha, what does it mean to win without a move and have a move, this is a typical case. “ 

I said how could George Han suddenly use troops at this time. It turned out that he was out of luck.” “ 



We have a group of more than 300,000 soldiers. He Han 3,000 came here just to die.” 

Ming Yu smiled lightly , 

but there was no presumptuousness of his subordinates in his eyes, and he looked at Zhu Yanshuo: 

“Although George Han is only a ten thousand army, his combat power is indeed very strong, remember 

to be cautious. “ 

Zhu Yanshuo clasped his hands: “Elder, rest assured, your subordinates have deliberately left a gap for 

George Hanzhi as you ordered. Once he enters the gap, we will immediately encircle. After that, the 

army of the other three sides will besiege the city.” All will be here in the shortest possible time. “ 

“I dare not say that not a single fly can fly out of the encirclement, but at least it can guarantee that 

water will not leak.” “ 

“Okay, City Lord Zhu, you have done a very good job.” “Ming Yu nodded:” Act now. “ 

“Wait a minute.” Pei Gu got up at this time, frowning: “This George Han is really so easy to be fooled?” 

Although I’m not familiar with him, judging from the battle just now, he should be a smart man. He 

couldn’t have 

imagined we had been waiting for him to attack. “ 

“Patriarch Pei, from a common sense, it’s true.” Zhu Yanshuo smiled: “A smart person will never attack 

my department. But the problem is, George Han is a smarter person.” 

“Oh?” 

“This People’s minds turn extremely fast and are surprisingly calm, which is beyond the reach of most 

smart people. More importantly, he is smart and smart and often plays cards out of common sense.” 

“Sometimes, the more you think that you are not The more likely it is that he will do that. In his words, it 

is more expensive than a soldier.” 

“I have sent someone to observe carefully. This time, they will attack almost the whole army.” 

Pei Gu frowned . , after thinking for a while, nodded: “Okay, I’ll reorganize the army immediately, let’s 

fight the underdogs this time.” When the 

words fell, Pei Gu left the tent, and then the drum sounded and the whole army assembled… 

 


